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A message from the Managing Partner

“RPC Consulting offers 
independent, fairly priced, 

integrated actuarial, 
management consultancy 

and software services.”

Rory O’Brien
Managing Partner
+44 20 3060 6475
rory.o’brien@rpc.co.uk

Welcome to RPC Consulting.

Despite the broad range of advisory businesses servicing the Insurance sector, 
our clients identified a major shortcoming in the provision of independent, fairly 
priced, integrated actuarial, management consultancy and software services. With 
this in mind we founded RPC Consulting in February 2015 and already our success 
has been recognised in the market, as we have been shortlisted for the Insurance 
start-up award at the 2016 British Insurance Awards.

RPC Consulting – part of the RPC family
RPC Consulting is proud to be a part of RPC, a leading international law firm with 
a well earned reputation for adding value to its clients combined with an enviable 
track record for innovation and award winning customer service.  

RPC has a significant focus on the Insurance and broader Financial Services 
industry with leading insurance transaction services and insurance claims 
capability. Working in conjunction with the lawyers on transactions, regulatory  
and operational assignments is a very natural transition for actuaries and 
management consultants. In addition, the integrity and professionalism that exists 
in the legal world is a great environment in which to grow a broader actuarial, 
software and management consulting practice. 

The right people and tools
A fundamental principle of our consulting model is that our clients  
require and deserve dedicated, industry expertise from their advisors as  
well as the best software tools available. All of our leaders and senior staff have  
practical hands-on experience in the specific areas in which we advise. 
Underpinning this is our software, Tyche. It is transforming how our clients  
utilise analytic tools for key business decisions.

Across our team we share a common goal to build a business that is  
sustainable and is recognised for going the extra mile to deliver to our clients.  
The market is responding positively to our ethos and both our team and our 
services are growing rapidly.

We look forward to working with you in the future.

Rory O’Brien 
Managing Partner
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Who we are

Actuarial 
consulting

Management 
consulting

Software 
Tyche

Cat Model

Pricing

ReservingCapital

ESG

RPC Consulting
Insurance is a unique industry. It has unique challenges. And it is not easy for 
outsiders to understand the nuances within the market and how it works.

We understand insurance. We are part of the industry and insurance is what we do. 
We help insurers, brokers, MGAs and others improve their business performance. 
Our team includes actuaries, accountants, MBAs and PhDs. We deliver both 
insurance and consulting experience in teams tailored to our clients’ needs.  
We help our clients with challenges unique to insurance: optimising capital, pricing 
risks, managing regulation and improving performance.

Our insurance focus
Our services to the insurance industry are focused in three key areas: software, 
actuarial consulting and management consulting.

Tyche, our world class actuarial software, is changing the game. It can reduce run 
times from hours to minutes. Complex models can be built in 10% of the time. 
Tyche is making models part of the daily executive discussion meaning it is not 
something done by actuaries for actuaries.

Our Actuarial and Management Consulting teams deliver results by improving 
performance in areas from capital management to price optimisation and from 
regulatory change to operational efficiency.
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Our core services

We work across all areas of the industry including Lloyd’s/London Market, Personal 
Lines, Commercial Lines and Life Assurance. Our expertise supports clients 
operating in the UK, across Europe and at a global level.

We have set out our underlying service offerings below including the list of our 
toolkits that support Tyche.

Software
 • Capital Modelling
 • Reserving
 • Pricing
 • Cat Modelling
 • Economic Scenario Generation 

Actuarial consulting
 • Reserving
 • Pricing
 • Capital Modelling
 • Legacy/Exit Solutions
 • Risk
 • Analytics
 • Cat Modelling
 • Bespoke Modelling
 • Economic Scenario Generationc

Management consulting

Governance, Risk and Compliance
 • Regulatory Strategy
 • Regulatory Remediation and 

Change Programmes
 • Board Training

Insurance Operations
 • Cost Management
 • Operational Strategy – Target 

Operating Model (TOM) Review  
and Design

 • Shared Service Reviews

Financial Advisory
 • Finance Transformation
 • MI Review and Design
 • Review and Remediation
 • Function Holder Review 
 • Internal Audit Support

“We help the Insurance 
industry solve its most complex 

challenges”

Insurance strategy
 • Board Level Strategy 
 • Market, Channel and Product 

Strategy
 • M&A Strategy

People & Change Management 
 • Organisational Design
 • Programme Design & Management
 • People and Culture Change
 • Transformation
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Introducing Tyche

Our world class software solution 
Tyche is a high-speed, flexible modelling platform. It makes use of flowcharts to 
allow fast and intuitive high-level model design. Tyche combines these flowcharts 
with its own language – T# – which allows the user to quickly specify low-level 
detailed calculations for use in models. 

In addition to T#, Tyche provides a suite of modelling nodes providing diverse 
functionality such as optimisation, equation solving, advanced simulation, Excel 
and database interaction, and the ability to write sections of models directly in 
standard programming languages such as C#. 

The low-level computational algorithms have been written to make direct use of 
massively parallel Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) architectures leading to 
significantly reduced run-time. 
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Tyche does not require specific hardware, running seamlessly on grid, cloud, 
server, desktop, laptop or hosted environments. The Tyche engine and toolkits 
host statistical modelling applications focusing on actuarial and financial analytics 
(life and non-life, reserving, pricing and capital modelling), econometrics and 
areas further afield.

Tyche can replicate existing models with significant speed functionality 
improvements. Models are then refined to make optimum use of the 
parallelisation Tyche offers.

Tyche is lightning fast - Models run in seconds and minutes - not hours or days, 
and although speed is not everything, it is a critical factor in effective model 
development and use.

Further, the Tyche platform itself is open to all, giving clients a renewed flexibility 
in choosing who to work with - ie teams that best fit their needs.

Our business layer Toolkits, and the Tyche platform itself, are each available 
separately and are priced competitively. When coupled with lower hardware 
costs - model and platform change becomes a cost effective proposition with 
transformational results.

Client Type Platform Model Old time Tyche

1 Regional insurer C Capital model 5 hrs 2 mins

2 Top 20 Lloyd’s A LCM 9 hrs 3.5 mins

3A
Top 10 Lloyd’s A

Gross U/W 90 mins 30 secs

3B Gross U/W + Exports 2.5 hrs 1.5 mins

4 Top 5 Lloyd’s A Gross + Net U/W 2 hrs 15 mins 4 mins

5 Broker B Aggregate RI pricing 15 mins 2 secs

6 Top 20 Lloyd’s D Capital model 1 hr 15 mins 4 mins

Tyche is quickly becoming the new standard for actuarial software. The feedback 
from our clients and our growing list of successful proof of concept studies 
(as shown in the table above) underlines this point. Tyche has to be seen 
and experienced to be appreciated fully and we welcome the opportunity to 
demonstrate or run a proof of concept using your models and data.

“Tyche’s speed and 
optimisation algorithms allow 

us to rapidly assess alternative 
strategies. It is very exciting 

for us and we look forward 
to exploring other ways that 

we can make use of the Tyche 
platform in our business”

Marcus Foley, Aspen
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